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The short term EW-count on the S&P500 remains a mess, and can be solved a million ways. Thus let’s focus on the 
3 main indices: DOW, SPX NDX that each tell a different story. Starting with the most bullish looking index: the DOW  

Last week I mentioned “The reason why I am still hesitant to make a “the top is in” call, is because the DOW is clearly 
still missing a (green) minor-5 wave of the same magnitude (time and price) as the 1 st and 2nd minor waves off the 

(red) intermediate-iv low.” Well, on Monday we got a new ATH (intra-day, but not close) and minor-5 is thus officially 
underway IN THIS INDEX. This clears things up nicely, because if Monday’s high was it for major-3, then at least we 

have a loud and clear 5 waves up. Price is above all SMAs and the A.I. remains on a buy, but the MACD is not joining 
the party. Neither is the RSI5 as it’s not OS.  

Figure 1. DOW daily chart: Counts now best as minor-5 underway. 
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The tech sector is the most bearish, and we’l l detail the NDX again, as it counts so well. Nothing’s changed from last 
week: “4th waves retrace typically between 23.6% and 38.2% of the entire prior 3rd wave of the same degree, so either 

intermediate-iv is already complete, or only minor-a is about complete as then minor-c will seek out the 38.2% 
retrace. In this case we should see a bounce back to 5800-5850. In the former, intermediate-v should start soon.” 

Today price moved up off that 23.6% retrace and a “close to” c=a (shortest green arrow) relationship. The TIs are 
starting to point back up, with an initial A.I. buy signal, but which needs confirmation –continued higher price- 

tomorrow. It’s impossible to say at this stage if all of intermidiate-iv is in, or only a bounce materializes, but so far so 
good. Timing wise intermediate-iv is now about equal to intermediate-ii: 18 vs 19 days so the Bulls got that going for 

them too. 

Figure 2. NDX daily chart: TIs starting to point up, bounced of 23.6% retrace and ~c=a extension. 
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The S&P500 remains stuck between the DOW and NDX as it’s not making new highs, neither new lows. Thus the 
near term count is a mess. BUT, the possibility of new ATHs is sti ll on the table, especially if the NDX/COMPQ start 

moving higher and the DOW’s minor-5 wave extends. One of the issues with the SPX2454 high is that it’s not near 
any real 5th wave Fib-extension other than the 1.382x extension (see ideal wave tracker table) on the minor-wave 

scale, and also on the major- and intermediate-wave scale (later two not shown). Hence, why it appears unlikely to 
be a top, but I am not going to question the market, just let it guide me. And for now price hasn’t proven anything 

else but being stuck in 3rd gear for a month now. Until then, I prefer to let the DOW and NDX guide me, as those 
count nice, clean and clear. Monday’s non-ideal A.I. buy signal got confirmed today. 

Figure 3. SPX daily chart: TIs starting to point up, bounced of 23.6% retrace and ~c=a extension. 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) remained on a sell today as breadth ended 
at -12 today. More stocks continue to decline then advance on this index. The NYAD (not shown here) on the other 

hand made a new ATH on Monday and is not signaling a major correction is at hand. That would be from negative 
divergence (NYAD lower, while price higher); until  then the NYAD remains bullish. 

Figure 3. SPXSI gave still on sell. VIX rejected at long term trend line resistance 

 

 

In conclusion: The markets remain in different EW-counts and as such I now track each individually: the DOW is 

the most bullish, the NDX the most bearish and the SPX is stuck in between. Hence, no sweeping statements can 
be made that will cover all indices. There’s no “one size fits all” currently; and I’d therefore like to refrain from 

micro-counting the SPX in order to avoid costly mistakes. So far the NDX is finding support where it “has to” and 
the DOW made a new ATH on Monday. If the market wants, both indices can “drag” the S&P500 to new highs as 

well by providing at a minimum a solid bounce (NDX) and an extended 5th (DOW). Short term buy signals are in 
place to make this possible happen. >SPX2440/2445 is a good first signal of new ATHs. <SPX2405 and we’ll call it 

a top at SPX2454.  

ALOHA 
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